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MPRO PROVIDER was founded in 2002 by some young

outdoor activists. But the corporation was established formally

in 2006. As its competence, this company then focuses on

ropes challenge course design and construction service.

www.mproprovider.com
About Us

Centered in Bandung, MPRO PROVIDER works to answer the

needs of various society, company, institution and individual

who have desire to create a tourist site, education and training

using ropes challenge course medium, including safety work at

height.



With the license number 510/1-1998-DISINDAG/2006, MPRO PROVIDER is

supported by the experts and professionals in the field. Long experience

makes MPRO PROVIDER understands the needs and wishes of the clients.

Thank you for your trust:

� Ciater Spa and Cottage - Subang, West Java

www.mproprovider.com
About Us

� Ciater Spa and Cottage - Subang, West Java

� Mirabinas, Belitung

� Bali Outbound and Farmstay - Baturiti, Bali

� Atlantic Dreamland - Salatiga, Central Java

� Sekolah Polisi Negara (SPN) – Jambi

� Jababeka Golf (in corporation with SELARAS) - Cikarang Bekasi, West Java

� Kawasan Wisata Pendidikan dan Lingkungan Hidup (KWPLH) - Balikpapan, East Borneo

� Fun Zone - Negare, Bali

� Taman Kota – Kupang, NTT

� and other local and national clients.

How about you? How about your company?



� In building ropes course arena (high and low rope element

games), determining the location is very important thing to

do. For that purpose, MPRO PROVIDER team will first

survey feasibility of a place, such as land’s wide, soil

condition, landscape, road accesses, neighborhood

condition, noise level, etc.

Site Evaluation

� The building of ropes course arena is expected to be

economically and socially efficient. Therefore, it is crucial

to evaluate the area. The success or the failure of a tourist

site, training and education, depends on it.

� MPRO PROVIDER will share the expertise in analyzing the

area carefully. Having years of experience, we will

recommend you what should an area be developed like.

Each area has its own potential.



� Before determining the type of game elements, MPRO

PROVIDER will offer you various options of type

according to the location. Some games are usually

arranged in interrelated and continuity unit.

� Several types of pole or tree as the media are pictured

in the layout above. However, the position is subject to

be adapted to your wishes or the land condition. Of

Type of Course

be adapted to your wishes or the land condition. Of

course, the challenge ropes course places should be

unique from each other.

� MPRO PROVIDER provides you the innovative and

creative construction designs from different fields,

segments (children, adolescents, adults, olds), and

character. Or, if you have an idea about the

construction

� Make your challenge ropes course arena exciting,

challenging, and safe for training or playing.



� The safety is a very serious factor, because the

gamble of it is people life. And no less important:

the trust of your participants! MPRO PROVIDER

always anticipates this factor thoroughly in each

element of ropes course game.

� The correct installation, the materials used, the

using of safety equipment and the maintenance

Safety Standard

using of safety equipment and the maintenance

must be appropriate with international safety

standards. MPRO PROVIDER also observes the

operational procedure and the condition of the

area for everyone’s security and safety.



� MPRO PROVIDER provides consulting services for the

clients who desire to build the ropes course arena (high,

middle or low ropes). Thus, the clients will have clear

description about the shape of design and building,

construction materials, tower, also games that fit and

enable to be applied at their location.

� The consultation also includes the discussions about your

Consultation

� The consultation also includes the discussions about your

program. Set your goal to establish a challenge ropes

course activities. Is it to enhance the teamwork? To grin

the leadership of the participants? Familiarizing the

participants? To refresh only? Or to something else? Every

purpose has its own methods to achieve it.

� Talk to us to make those programs effective. This session is

free. Do not hesitate to dig more information from MPRO

PROVIDER.



� Low rope is for having fun. The game relies more on
individual skill as well as teamwork with low risk. It is not
designed to be played at altitude (only up to 3.6 meters).
Low rope is usually suitable for children or adults who
simply want to have fun.

� This game requires team communication, teamwork,
problem-solving skills, trust, leadership, and mutual
intelligence. We hope the values of this game will be

Low Rope Course

intelligence. We hope the values of this game will be
applied to solve the real problems in daily life.

� For instance, the participant walks using stilts supported by
team members around him. The team ensures the stilts
keep standing, only by ropes. There are two options left:
pull or stretch the ropes. If they miscalculate a bit, the stilts
player is going to incline or even fall. In order to make it
more fun, add the target (e.g. collecting balls scattered on
the ground) and compete it with other teams.

� So, it does not mean that low-risked game is not
challenging and just can be played by the looser. There are
many lessons to be learned. It is a fun and exciting! You will
always hear the merry shouts and screams of the tensed
participants here.



� This is the most challenging games in the ropes course.

High ropes course is designed to be played at the altitude

of 10-15 meters. But with the specialized equipment such

as in rock climbing or work in height, nothing to worry,

the participants will keep safe even if he fall.

� The game usually involves the approval participant on the

High Rope Course

� The game usually involves the approval participant on the

team to challenge the altitude, while her colleagues

support her actively with the security rope and the

intense communication. Team's success does not depend

only on individual skill. This is not a one man show.

� So, the high ropes course is very useful to improve the

teamwork. This game involves the courage of decision-

making, readiness of challenges, emotion-controlling,

communication, and team support.

� However, there are also games that show participant’s

personal skills. You can find many variations of this kind.

Even you yourself can develop the new one with MPRO

PROVIDER



� Flying fox or zip lines is one of the games which is usually included

in the ropes course. The game has become popular until today

because of the cool sensation when the participant skims from

the altitude to the lower place. Want to be more cool? Skim

ensemble with two or three friends.

� Feel the sensation of "flying" above the beautiful valley, opened-

field, or a pure flowing river. See the activity of creatures downfield, or a pure flowing river. See the activity of creatures down

there, as if you are a flying fox hunting the prey. Sneak to the trees

at high speed, then land perfectly. Believe it, you will be addicted!

� A flying fox uses the line made of steel wire rope material. Of

course, it is always enclosed with equipment and safety

procedures, so the players will not only feel safe, but also

comfortable when they play this.

� MPRO PROVIDER provides design and building services of various

flying foxes. It is available in different shapes and sizes, between

30-500 meters long path, and the height about 5-50 meters.

Which challenging flying fox do you desire to build? Just tell us



� This is a kind of sport that will trigger your adrenaline. Imagine

you climb the tower up against the gravity using rope, helmet,

and climbing shoes. It takes your whole body strength,

endurance to keep climbing, your body flexibility to move

positions, and the good preparation of strategy. It is hard, yet is

fun.

Climbing Tower

� MPRO PROVIDER can design and build the kind of wall you

want, made of various materials, textures, holding hands, roofs,

and other ornaments. The level of difficulty is also able to be

arranged according to the segment: students, collegian, people

who just want some recreation, military personnel, or else.

� The climbing tower games train physic and mental readiness,

the courage of quickly decision-making, also the caution of the

participants. No one says it is easy to rock climbing. That is the

challenge. This is an old and lasting game.



� Operator training is absolutely needed by the ropes

course operation controller. The aim is to ensure that

operators apply the suitable security procedures based

on international safety standard, and know what to do

when something goes wrong. It could be a technical

problem (equipment) and non-technical (participant

management).

Operator Training

� In addition, with the training led by experienced

trainers from MPRO PROVIDER, a prospective operator

is expected to understand the philosophy of outbound

activity. The values like teamwork, togetherness, trust,

communication and sense of adventure will be

transmitted easily to the participants if the operator

himself comprehends.

� The 20 hours (three days) training discuss the main

subjects: indoor, outdoor, participant treated

procedure, the use of safety equipment, ropes,

installment games, tool maintenance and installment ,

safety act, and simulation.



ONLINE STORE

� MPRO PROVIDER provides various tools and equipment for outdoor

activities, local and imported products. The goods are offered in good

Online Store www.mproprovider.com

activities, local and imported products. The goods are offered in good

price and quality. You do not have to order in other places or import

them. Here is "one-stop challenge ropes course solution?

� Pick the product category which you want. You can also order the

product related to the challenge ropes course that is unavailable yet in

the list. Please contact us for more information.



Jl. Ciumbuleuit (Bongkor) RT.07/03 Bandung West Java, Indonesia
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Contact us 

Lukman Nurhakim

Director


